In this paper, we study the geometry of the contact pseudo-slant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold. We derive the integrability conditions of distributions in the definition of a contact pseudo-slant submanifold. The notions contact pseudo-slant product is defined, and the necessary and sufficient conditions for a submanifold to contact pseudo-slant product is given. Also, a non-trivial example is used to demonstrate that the method presented in this paper is effective.
Introduction
The differential geometry of slant submanifolds has shown an increasing development since B. Y. Chen defined slant submanifolds in complex manifolds as a natural generalization of both the invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds [5] . After then, Papaghuic initiated the notion of semi-slant submanifolds as a generalization of slant submanifolds and CR-submanifolds [12] . Furthermore, Carriazo defined pseudo-slant submanifold with the name anti-slant submanifolds as a special class of bi-slant submanifolds [2, 3, 4] . Also, pseudo-slant submanifolds have been studied by Khan et. al. in [10] . Later, U. C. De et. al. studied and characterized pseudoslant submanifolds of trans-Sasakian Manifolds [6] . Recently, M. Atceken and S. Dirik also have investigated contact pseudo-slant submanifolds in Cosymplectic, Kenmotsu, and Sasakian space forms and gave some results on mixed-geodesic, totally geodesic and the induced tensor fields to be parallel [7, 8, 9] .
In this paper, we study geometry of the contact pseudo-slant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold. In Section 2, we review basic formulas and definitions for a Sasakian manifold and their submanifolds. In Section 3, we derive the integrability conditions of distributions in the definition of a contact pseudo-slant submanifold. The notions contact pseudo-slant product is defined, and the necessary and sufficient conditions for a submanifold to be contact pseudo-slant product is given. Also, a non-trivial example is used to demonstrate that the method presented in this paper is effective.
Preliminaries
Given an odd-dimensional Riemannian manifold ( , )
Mg, let  be a (1,1) -type tensor field  is a unit vector field and  is a 1-form on M . If we have 
 is the Nijenhuis torsion of  . A normal contact metric manifold is called a Sasakian manifold. So every Sasakian manifold is a K-contact manifold. It is well-know that an almost contact metric manifold is a Sasakian if and only if
for any vector fields , XY on M .
Let

()
Mc be a Sasakian space form with constant  -holomorphic sectional curvature c . Then the curvature
for any vector fields ,,
Now, let M be a submanifold of an almost contact metric manifold M , we denote the induced connections on M and the normal bundle TM ⊥ by  and ⊥  , respectively, then the Gauss and Weingarten formulas are given by
h is the second fundamental form and V A is the Weingarten
We denote the Riemannian curvature tensor of M by R , then the Gauss equation imply
and the covariant derivative
Taking the normal component of (2.8), we reach at equation of Codazzi
, then submanifold is said to be curvature-invariant.
The Ricci equation is given by 
The normal part of (2.16), we have 
By using (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.13), we can easily to see that
and for any , ( )
By using (2.25) and (2.26), we can easily to see that
Since  is tangent to M , making use of (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.13), we infer that  [3] .
As a consequence of the above Theorem and (2.18), we have the following relations; 
Some Result on Contact Pseudo-Slant Submanifolds of a Sasakian Manifold
In this section, we study contact pseudo-slant submanifolds in a Sasakian manifold and we give some characterization results. Proof For any
.
420
Since the ambient manifold M is Sasakian, we have ( , ) = ( ( , ), ) ( ( , ), ) 
which proves our assertion. 
for any vector fields , UV normal to M . Taking the covariant derivative of (3.6), for ()
Taking into account (2.28) and (3.6), we reach at 
Conclusions and Remarks
In this paper, we study geometry of the contact pseudo-slant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold. We derive the integrability conditions of distributions in the definition of a contact pseudo-slant submanifold. The notions contact pseudo-slant product is defined and the necessary and sufficient conditions for a submanifold to be contact pseudo-slant product is given. Also, an non-trivial example is used to demonstrate that the method presented in this paper is effective . It is well known that open problems are so interesting in this area, especially for almost contact structures.
